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ABSTRACT
Although multiple GPS-based navigation applications exist
for the visually impaired, these are typically poorly suited for
in-situ exploration, require cumbersome hardware, lack sup-
port for widely accessible geographic databases, or do not
take advantage of advanced functionality such as spatialized
audio rendering. These shortcomings led to our development
of a novel spatial awareness application that leverages the
capabilities of a smartphone coupled with worldwide geo-
graphic databases and spatialized audio rendering to convey
surrounding points of interest. This paper describes the us-
ability evaluation of our system through a task-based study
and a longer-term deployment, each conducted with six blind
users in real settings. The findings highlight the importance
of testing in ecologically valid contexts over sufficient peri-
ods to face real-world challenges, including balancing qual-
ity versus quantity for audio information, overcoming limi-
tations imposed by sensor accuracy and quality of database
information, and paying appropriate design attention to phys-
ical interaction with the device.
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INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
The number of smartphone applications targeting the needs
of the visually impaired has increased in recent years, enabled
by the integration of the necessary technology in a convenient
smartphone package. These include applications that help to
identify food being purchased by employing video recogni-
tion of barcodes, to discriminate between similar objects with
the assistance of crowd-sourced feedback [2], to safely cross
at street intersections [1] and of course, to navigate a path via
spoken GPS instructions.
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Considerable research addresses improving accessibility and
increasing independence of the visually impaired through the
use of auditory mobile systems for navigation support and
environmental awareness. These include complete research
solutions such as Talking Points 3 [19], PGS [9], SWAN [17,
18], Drishti [13] and other wearable interfaces [14]. However,
these solutions often require additional cumbersome hard-
ware [9, 18, 13], which is sometimes not aesthetically ac-
ceptable, or else rely on customized databases [19]. This mo-
tivated our development of a novel mobile solution for spatial
awareness, In Situ Audio Services (ISAS), which is differen-
tiated from previous work by its combination of three key fac-
tors: it is based on a readily available and unmodified smart-
phone platform with location-sensing capabilities; it employs
existing online geographic databases; and it utilizes an audio
spatialization implementation for orientation awareness [3].
ISAS aims to help the visually impaired increase their spatial
awareness by conveying points of interest as they walk down
the street, using an integrated, aesthetic, commodity device
for wider acceptance and deployment.

We present the evaluation of ISAS with a focus on lessons
learnt from field studies under realistic conditions, which im-
proved interaction and user satisfaction, as helped combine
the three key aspects in their context of use. Indeed, despite
the proliferation of mobile applications for the visually im-
paired, little is known about the best strategies for testing
them under meaningful conditions, what was learned by the
designers through the development life-cycle, and what hap-
pened as the applications were released, either to a commu-
nity of test users or into the wider market. For example, for
the most part due to the prototype nature of their respective
platforms, evaluation of the navigation aids [19, 9, 18, 13,
14] was limited either to specific routes or places, e.g., on a
university campus [9, 19], not thoroughly conducted with the
intended user community, or not formally reported.

In other words, the literature is dominated by reports of test-
ing that took place in carefully controlled settings rather
than under ecologically valid conditions in the daily rou-
tines of intended users. Although commercial systems such
as the Trekker Breeze (http://www.humanware.com), Mo-
bile Geo (http://www.codefactory.es/en/products.asp?
id=336) and Loadstone GPS (http://www.loadstone-gps.
com), as well as recently deployed commercial smartphone
applications such as Blindsquare (http://blindsquare.com)
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and Ariadne GPS (http://www.ariadnegps.eu),1 have no
doubt been thoroughly tested, the details and results of their
studies are not easily accessible, and thus, do not inform the
design of related systems by the HCI community. Some of
the research questions we address in this work, e.g., regard-
ing the most effective audio rendering strategies to convey
points of interest in the user’s vicinity, have been explored
using prior systems. However, we tackle these questions not
only in the context of implementing, testing, and eventually,
deploying, a novel and hopefully superior design for auditory
spatial awareness, but also in the real context of use. We thus
further validate existing work while also gaining new insights
with the ultimate goal of improving ISAS for public release.

The primary contributions of the work described here are to
validate prior guidelines for mobile navigation applications,
e.g., those of the Haptimap project [8], but in the important
context of actual use in the field, rather than in a controlled
environment, and to complement these findings with results
that demonstrate the importance of quality vs. quantity in ren-
dering audio-based information for the blind, the limitations
for such applications imposed by sensor accuracy and quality
of database information, and the need for design attention to
physical interaction with the device, rather than a focus solely
on software. Although some of these points may appear obvi-
ous in retrospect, they are often ignored by designers in prac-
tice. Real-world testing, perhaps the most significant of these
guidelines, exposes usability problems that might otherwise
not be considered by the design team.

Issues of concern to us during the development of ISAS were
making appropriate choices as to the timing, quality, quantity,
and rendering strategy for the display of information, prac-
tical and aesthetic aspects of the design, and possible cus-
tomization to different users’ preferences or skills. Although
we recognized these as important questions throughout the
project, we knew that the best solution to each would require
several iterations and refinement. In this respect, we opted
to test early, as working prototypes of specific features be-
came available, even though we were aware of ongoing tech-
nical limitations or design elements that remained lacking.
Moreover, for reasons articulated previously by Magnusson
et al. [10], we were motivated to conduct the testing under
a wide range of realistic contexts, including “non-optimal”
conditions. These decisions enabled us to elicit meaningful
feedback at several critical points in the project, rather than
waiting for all obvious issues to be addressed.

The evaluation presented in this paper involved two types of
studies: task-based experiments and long-term deployment of
the system, allowing users to try the system in their daily rou-
tines. The former was intended to compare different strate-
gies for rendering the user’s environment in a manner that
most effectively supported a user’s ability to explore an unfa-
miliar area. The latter was meant to investigate more subtle
issues that might arise only through the experience of long-
term usage and was conducted in a manner similar to com-

1Note that Blindsquare especially, like ISAS, targets exploration.
Further comparison of such applications and ISAS is found in refer-
ence [3].

monly used diary studies [12, 6], although occurring at a later
stage of the development cycle. These studies highlight the
importance of hands-free and eyes-free interaction [8], lo-
calization of information and customization capability [12,
8], managing the quantity of audio displayed, filtering infor-
mation of interest, and balancing the quantity of information
against distracting or overwhelming the user [16, 8] for safety
reasons. The remainder of this paper elaborates on the rele-
vant issues, lessons learned, and ongoing challenges related
to our design, implementation, and testing strategies.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In Situ Audio Services (ISAS) is a mobile application that
provides blind users with a better sense of their surround-
ings, answering the question “what’s around me?” This is ac-
complished by displaying information about points of interest
(POI) in the user’s vicinity through speech and spatialized au-
dio, thereby conveying a sense of distance and orientation rel-
ative to the user. For organizational purposes, the system cat-
egorizes POIs into a number of groups including restaurants,
retail, banks, and transportation. The prototype was devel-
oped through three major and at least five smaller iterations of
design, implementation, testing, and refinement. These itera-
tions benefited from the involvement of two fully blind people
( 40-50 yrs), one working at an association for the blind, the
other for a large technology company, who helped refine the
overall concept and requirements, e.g., emphasizing the im-
portance of being able to interrupt the audio at any time. The
current prototype, implemented on both the iPhone 4 and An-
droid Galaxy Nexus platforms, supports the following modes,
illustrated in Figure 1:

Walking mode: holding the phone vertical, users passively
receive information about the POIs in front of them as
they walk, rendered in a radar mode, i.e., sequentially from
left to right. A constant spatial audio “ticking” is played
throughout to reinforce the localization of the POIs.

Stop & Listen: holding the phone horizontally, screen fac-
ing the sky, users interact with the device to carry out active
exploration. In this mode, POIs are classified by distance.

Tagging: users may record new content of their own, e.g., to
add new POIs or sidewalk hazards.

These modes were developed to support one-handed oper-
ation, so that the other hand remains free to hold a cane
or guide dog. Additionally, given the importance to the
blind of being able to listen to environmental sounds during
navigation, open-ear AirDrives headphones (http://www.
airdrives.com) were chosen.

The audio information for a POI may be delivered in the form
of an audio icon, the equivalent category name as spoken text,
or the category and the name of the POI combined into a sin-
gle spoken utterance (e.g., “restaurant, Lola Rosa”), in which
the category is spatialized. Further information, specifically,
related to distance and bearing, e.g., “Restaurant, Lola Rosa,
front right, 50 meters”, may be displayed on demand.

The prototype uses the iPhone’s built-in compass, gyroscope,
and GPS hardware to determine the user’s location and orien-
tation, while Google Places and OpenStreetMap are used to
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Figure 1. Description of the system concept and its different modes. The
grey arrows represent the device orientation while the red arrows repre-
sent the direction in which POIs are sequenced.

access online information through the system server (see Fig-
ure 1). The sound scene is then rendered through a PureData
(PD) patch running on the libpd library. More implementa-
tion details can be found in a previous publication [3].

TASK-BASED USABILITY STUDY
Our first study in realistic settings, carried out in the early
stages of development, aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of
our method of rendering the user’s surroundings. In partic-
ular, we wanted to determine whether blind users could use
our prototype implementation for the exploration of a street
which they were not familiar with, and in doing so, whether
they found the system useful and usable. At the same time,
we took advantage of the test sessions as an opportunity to
compare competing strategies for presenting information re-
lated to POIs. In this respect, we were interested in the pos-
sibility of reducing rendering time and providing information
to users in a ludic manner. To do so, we developed an initial
set of audio icons for walking mode that were loosely repre-
sentative of our primary categories, e.g., the sound of a cash
register to indicate a retail category or ice rattling in a glass
for a bar. These icons were tested in counterbalanced order
against a spoken category (SC) representation, the latter im-
plemented using the iPhone’s text-to-speech (TTS) system to
record each category name, so that it could be spatialized dur-
ing playback.

We carried out preliminary tests in a laboratory setting [5]
to choose between competing strategies of audio rendering.
The results confirmed the effectiveness of two competing spa-
tialized audio rendering strategies in terms of their ability to
convey spatial relationships between points of interest, but
did not address the important question of how users would
interact with such representations. For the subsequent studies
described here, we intended to explore the interaction space,
and notably, to do so in a more ecologically valid context of
walking in an outdoor city environment. This was done to en-
sure that our tests allowed for an assessment of the high-level
interaction issues stemming from the overall design, taking
into consideration the perceptual, cognitive, and motor de-
mands associated with a real-world walking activity and the

Figure 2. Left: stop & listen mode with tested design for the slider ges-
ture. Right: alternative gesture tried spontaneously by some users.

impact of factors such as street traffic background noise in
such an environment. Some of the results from our study may
well have been discovered equally in a more controlled labo-
ratory setting, for example, those related to gestural interac-
tion, but our objective here was broader, and thus, encouraged
our study outdoors. These conditions led, for example, to a
clear need to silence the application quickly while it is in a
neck pouch and while simultaneously using a cane or dog, a
result that may not have come through as explicitly in a labo-
ratory setting.

Six blind participants, one female and five male, were re-
cruited from our partner institutions in the local blind com-
munity. They were compensated $20 for their participation
and reimbursed for their transportation expenses. Four of the
participants were blind from birth, one for about 40 years and
one for about 20 years. All used a white cane on a regular
basis and two had used iPhones. We logged the actions per-
formed by the participants and encouraged them to think out
loud during the study. At the end of the session they were
asked about their overall impressions of the system.

The study was conducted along a stretch of a large street in
Montreal, chosen for its high density of POIs while not be-
ing overcrowded with people. Participants tested the walking
and the stop & listen modes. The stop & listen mode mapped
the bottom of the iPhone screen to the user’s current position
and the top of the screen to a distance 150 m ahead. Sliding
the finger vertically rendered the name and distance of each
POI as its distance was crossed, using one of the two render-
ing methods above for the category. Tilting the device while
continuing to hold down the finger after hearing a POI pro-
vided additional details about its name and location (see left
of Figure 2). To support exploration of points further away,
the same interaction on the left side of the screen extended the
distance of the furthest points to 750 m. A band of tape was
placed over the iPhone screen to provide a tangible marker
separating the two sides (see Figure 2).

Tasks
The study started with a training session, introducing the dif-
ferent modes and the audio icons, followed by a set of tasks to
assess the usability and ease of use of the two modes, and to
elicit conversation providing feedback on possible improve-
ments. The experiment lasted approximately two hours.

First, participants were asked to explore the locations in front
of them in stop & listen mode, and report on the name of a
POI found 40 to 50 meters away. The portion of street ahead



contained many points of interest (likely more than 20 in the
database for that area). Half the subjects had categories ren-
dered by audio icons, the other half with SC.

The second task involved exploration in walking mode, for
which participants were asked to “take a walk” and see what
is around them. Both rendering techniques, audio icons and
SC, were presented in counterbalanced order, with the sub-
jects exploring POIs on opposite sides of the street under the
two conditions to avoid the impact of learning effects. Ques-
tions about specific POIs, a pharmacy for the first segment
and a bank for the second, were then asked to assess the par-
ticipants’ understanding and recollection of the information
conveyed by ISAS. After each segment, participants were in-
vited to rest and then asked how well they could hear the vari-
ous places around them, their impressions of the area covered,
and their overall impressions of the system. At the end of
the study, participants were asked to indicate their preferred
audio condition, their general impressions or concerns about
safety, and suggestions for improvement.

Results and Discussion
Stop & Listen mode: For the stop & listen mode, partici-
pants took an average of 200 s to complete the task, exclud-
ing the one participant who failed to complete the task. That
participant and three others had difficulty understanding the
SC, as well as operating the device to obtain further details.

The study highlighted the usage difficulties of stop & listen
mode in its current design. Participants were confused at first
about the two sliders of information. Although they were in-
terested in finding out what was further ahead, they neverthe-
less tended to interact only with the slider for the shorter of
the two distance ranges. Only one of the participants offered
positive feedback regarding the use of two ranges. Moreover,
the tape separating the sides of the screen created confusion,
as four of the six participants were tempted to slide their fin-
ger on top of the tape itself, instead of on either side. The
gestures were also difficult to perform, often requiring exces-
sive precision. For example, it was observed that participants
struggled while sliding their finger in regions associated with
multiple POIs very close to each other.

The stop & listen mode was designed for the device being
held in the left hand, using the thumb to slide on the screen,
as the cane is typically held in the right hand, regardless of
handedness. However, for the two of our participants who
held it in the left hand, the more frequently used short-range
slider was harder to access. Although this could be improved
by allowing users to configure the sliders as a preference set-
ting, the feedback suggested that a more sensible option was
to use a single slider only, and employ other techniques to
avoid the problems encountered when trying to select a spe-
cific POI in a dense scene.

Interestingly, all but one participant found it difficult to use
the slider with only one hand. However, using both hands
was also problematic, as tipping the device to change modes
often resulted in the thumb temporarily losing contact with
the screen. This required users to repeat their search for the
intended POI for which they wanted more details.

We also observed that five of the six participants naturally
made quick swipe gestures (Figure 2) on the screen in order
to “scroll” through the POIs. This suggested that this ges-
ture could replace the current vertical slider for stop & listen
mode, which was done in our redesign of this mode.

Walking mode: Participants walked on average 12 minutes
for the SC condition and 11:40 minutes for the audio icons
condition. All succeeded in locating the specific POIs re-
quested and all but one were able to name them.

We often noticed that participants would attempt to interact
with the device to obtain additional details about a POI well
after the radar sweep had passed the particular point. Partic-
ipants thus had to be reminded at least once to wait for the
sweep to return to that point before touching the screen for its
details. Despite this usability issue, the walking mode was,
overall, much easier to use than stop & listen. Various addi-
tional improvements were also suggested for this mode. For
instance, many participants mentioned their desire for an easy
mechanism to toggle the system on and off while walking, for
instance, at street intersections where all their attention was
required to read the traffic in order to cross the street safely.
Indeed, different participants commented: “On the sidewalk
the ticking is not a problem, it is just when I cross the street”,
“I just felt a bit more pressure at the street crossings but that
was it. . . but in terms of walking. . . it will feel more at ease
because I know where I am, and would encourage me to walk
more” and “if you are in a certain place, you turn it on and
you know what is around. But not on, and on, and on. . . non-
stop. . . I want to listen to it, when I want to listen to it”. This
issue of “ticking” sound is discussed in further detail in the
section on additional functionality.

Following the comparison of the two conditions, the partic-
ipants were given the option of using the system again for
the walk back to the starting point of the experiment (the
metro station). All gladly accepted, apart from one due to
the iPhone battery being depleted. In the interests of avoid-
ing experimental complexity, we had not included a combi-
nation of POI name with category name (rendered either as
audio icons or SC) in the main block of testing. However,
on this return walk, the participants were presented with this
new condition: their preferred audio condition (spatialized
audio icon or SC name) plus the non-spatialized actual name
of the POI (e.g., “Restaurant Bombay Palace”). The inclu-
sion of the POI name in the readout was considered signifi-
cant for disambiguation purposes. For example, while trying
to find a particular restaurant in a region containing several,
one participant observed that this avoided the frustration of
hearing, “restaurant, restaurant, restaurant”, repeated for each
such POI in the vicinity, without further elaboration, and re-
quiring the user to stop every time to obtain the name.

All of the participants appreciated the new modality and pre-
ferred it to hearing the category alone, offering comments
such as, “Ah! This is practical, it is good, it is interesting.
If I want more details I will ask the system but otherwise I
have to do less”, “You do not have to concentrate as much”,
and “You do not have to tap constantly”.



Figure 3. Sample trajectories taken by participants. The black line traces the logged position, and the size of the overlaid pink and red circles represent
the magnitude of GPS error as reported by the sensor itself. The red circles denote locations where the error exceeds 100 m. The positions on startup,
prior to self-calibration of the sensors, are often incorrect, as evident by the red circles and large spikes, as can be seen in the middle example.

Our usability study results indicated the perceived value of
rendering both category and name of the POI. This was a
powerful statement in favour of “quality of information” vs.
speed of rendering a more compact representation. We thus
decided to make this the default behaviour in walking mode.

Many additional improvements were similarly motivated, in
particular targeting the stop & listen mode. Learning from the
difficulties users experienced activating stop & listen mode
by tipping the device, this was changed to a simple tapping
gesture. Tapping anywhere in the upper half of the screen
causes all of the details for the closest point of interest to be
read out. Each successive tap reads out the information for
the next point, in order of distance from the user, over a range
of 220o in front of the user, while tapping in the bottom half
goes back one item in the list. This approach avoids the prob-
lems associated with tilting the device to obtain more details
for a POI; in fact, it obviates the need for a gesture, since
the details are now provided automatically, although the user
can interrupt them at any point simply by moving forward or
backward to another POI.

LONG-TERM DEPLOYMENT: FIRST PHASE
Our next study was intended to test the application in an un-
controlled environment, without constraining the users to any
specific task, so as to assess robustness under real world con-
ditions, evaluate the improved functionality over longer-term
use, and also gauge the users’ interest in using the system. For
this purpose, we deemed it critical that the participants test
the system in the absence of an experimenter so as to avoid
disturbing the ecological validity of the study. This deploy-
ment is intended to be an iterative process, exposing usability
issues that are addressed before the next round. We present
here the results of the first two phases of this long-term de-
ployment testing, and note that we are currently embarking
on the third such iteration.

A different set of six participants (3m /3f), with ages between
43 and 69 (M=55yrs), was recruited to use ISAS indepen-
dently at their convenience as part of their regular daily rou-
tines for periods ranging from 5 to 17 days. This study was
conducted over three months between October and Decem-
ber 2011. Three of the participants were blind from birth, one
was legally blind from birth and fully blind for the last four
years, while the last two were qualified as blind for 11 and 20
years, respectively. All used canes and one also used a guide

dog. Only one of these participants had previous experience
with smartphones.

Participants were first trained for approximately one hour on
use of the iPhone with VoiceOver and the ISAS application
through a step-by-step tutorial and outdoor walk. They were
then left with the application. At the end of the trial, they
answered 13 five-point Likert scale questions, a NASA-TLX
questionnaire, and seven to ten open-ended questions to stim-
ulate further conversation about their experience. During the
experiment, participants’ trajectories were recorded for later
analysis. Participants also had the option to record verbal
comments on our server by pressing a button on the head-
phone cable.

To help us further validate the ISAS design and evaluate im-
provements implemented after the task-based study, we grad-
ually exposed the features to our participants as the deploy-
ment proceeded. The first two participants tested the walking
mode only with the readout of category and names of POIs,
since this was the most straightforward extension from the
task-based study, described above. In parallel, we contin-
ued the implementation of an improved stop & listen mode,
which included the addition of street intersection information,
and was tested with our next two participants. The final two
participants tested the same modes under an updated iOS5,
which offered improved TTS with reduced audio dropouts
and improved general performance. As our focus here was
on usability issues, there was greater value in continuing de-
velopment during deployment, and allowing each participant
to test the most recent version of the software as it benefited
from continued improvements.

Results and Discussion
During the course of our study, lasting between one and two
weeks, the participants used the application anywhere from
two to nine times each. On average, they walked approxi-
mately 37 minutes using ISAS. Examples of recorded trajec-
tories are illustrated in Figure 3. We noted that participants
often tried to launch ISAS from inside their house, either to
gain familiarity with the process of doing so, or for very brief
testing periods. Similarly, two participants attempted to use
the system while on the bus or in a car, despite our expla-
nation that the application did not yet support this use case.
Logs of these events were thus discarded from our analysis
but we noted from these the significant user interest in in-



Q1 I found it difficult to manipulate the iPhone when trying to learn what was around me

Q2 The gestures used to obtain information were easy to do after learning them

Q3 The amount of audio feedback was adequate

Q4 Spoken words were unclear and difficult to understand

Q5 I liked that I could get so much information on my surroundings

Q6 I became tired after using ISAS for a prolonged period of time

Q7 I felt confident with the system

Q8 I found that ISAS interfered with my usual guiding help

Q9 I walked at my normal speed while using ISAS

Q10 I found it hard to concentrate on both the sounds from the environment and from ISAS

Q11 ISAS helped me discover new places

Q12 The information reported by ISAS often seemed inaccurate in areas I was familiar with

Q13 I would be interested in using ISAS in my everyday walking

First Iteration

Disagree Strongly disagree Agree Strongly agree

Second Iteration

Text Strongly disagree Disagree

Disagree Agree Disagree Agree

Figure 4. Responses to the Likert scale questionnaire, represented as a net-stacked distribution. The scale represents the number of answers for each
question, with neutral responses omitted for both iterations of the deployment (6 and 2 participants).

cluding such capability. The remaining trajectories ranged
from short walks lasting only a few minutes to much longer
excursions, up to approximately 80 minutes, as depicted in
the middle of Figure 3. The right pane illustrates the case in
which one of the participants entered a shopping centre with
the application still running, resulting in the expected large
GPS errors seen in the eastern region of the path. These tra-
jectories also highlight GPS inaccuracies; in some places, we
observe spikes instead of an approximately straight line path.

Through this long-term deployment, we obtained valuable
feedback, in particular relating to the quantity of information
delivered and practical aspects of manipulation of the device,
as summarized below.

Quantity of information
By far the most important issue emerging from this study was
that although participants appreciated the wealth of informa-
tion about their surroundings (all participants were positive
about the information, see Q5 in Figure 4), all commented
that it was overwhelming. This was reinforced by the high
mental (77%) and temporal (58%) demands seen in Figure 5
and the positive answers to interference caused (5/6-Q8) and
difficulty concentrating (6/6-Q10), see Figure 4. The problem
of such a high quantity of information was that, although in-
teresting, it distracts the user, can make them lose their bear-
ings, and worse, endangers their safety: “You can’t walk and
use this, it takes too much of your attention”, “I lost my con-
centration on my whereabouts and I had to ask someone”. For
the visually impaired, the audio channel is naturally critical
to navigation and safety. Therefore, the design of any mo-
bile application relying on audio feedback must be sensitive
to finding the right balance between presentation of valuable
information and a suitable quantity of such information.

In this respect, our testing reinforced the importance of per-
forming a variety of studies, over adequate time periods, and
including testing in the users’ daily routine under ecologi-
cally valid conditions, to form a meaningful assessment of
our system as a whole [8]. In addition, although we had long
recognized the need to support some form of “muting”, e.g.,
at street crossings, the potentially overwhelming nature of the

audio display in general usage was not noticed by participants
until the long-term deployment. The feedback thus helped us
better understand the use cases in which audio suppression
would be necessary, and how best to implement this function-
ality. We note that the nature of the previous study dictated
that users attend constantly to the rendering of points of in-
terest around them, since this involved an exploratory task.
Moreover, the initial excitement in discovering POIs along
an unfamiliar street, coupled with the presence of the experi-
menter, may have inhibited feedback that was considered neg-
ative, despite its importance to the designers. In contrast, the
long-term study generally involved walking in familiar areas,
with a focus often directed toward another (primary) activity.
Under these conditions, the constant presentation of informa-
tion by ISAS was more likely to be considered as intrusive or
distracting. Although in retrospect, these results should have
been expected, even the blind members of our team failed to
recognize the problematic demands on user attention imposed
by the initial design.

Quality and confidence of information
Correctness and accuracy of information are, of course,
paramount to user confidence in the system. Although three
participants found ISAS to be more accurate than the Trekker,
which they had previously used, with regard to information
about POIs, one participant nevertheless indicated that it pro-
vided “correct information but [was] not accurate enough”.
Indeed, a variety of factors beyond our control, including
weather conditions, tall buildings, magnetic interference, and
database inaccuracies [3] may be encountered without warn-
ing. As a result, participants on occasion noticed known POIs
being rendered on the wrong side of the street or significantly
off from their correct positions. Moreover, the database con-
tents are often woefully out of date. Following a training
walk, one of our participants reported hearing the readout for
a POI that had already been closed for five years.

These errors have obvious effects on the negative responses
about confidence (5/6-Q7), accuracy (4/6-Q12) and interest in
using ISAS (4/6-Q13) and likely influenced the high rating of
frustration 64.5%. Surprisingly, three participants neverthe-
less replied positively to the question of whether they thought



Figure 5. NASA TLX questionnaire results for each iteration, averaged
over six participants for the first iteration and over two for the latter.

ISAS would help increase their confidence in discovering new
places. These comments came from participants who experi-
enced the system under conditions in which the sensors were
reasonably well-behaved. Fortunately, results from more re-
cent trials, which employed snapping the user to the nearest
street, coupled with the intersection-based rendering option,
both described under Long-Term Deployment: Second Phase,
suggest that we have made significant improvements, at least
in areas where performance was previously marginal. Quite
understandably, however, the inaccuracy of displayed data led
two of the participants to respond negatively, and the final par-
ticipant was simply uncomfortable with the rapid rendering of
information. Solving these problems is of utmost importance,
although obviously, they remain a difficult issue to address, as
discussed in Future Work.

Physical setup
Another major drawback highlighted by all the participants
is that they had to hold the device in the hand while walking
with it. Indeed, not only is this cumbersome, but as one par-
ticipant informed us, referring to the lessons from mobility
training, “They always say to keep one hand free”. This is
obvious when one considers that many blind individuals hold
a cane in one hand and need the second available for open-
ing doors and manipulating objects. Loss of this free hand
no doubt contributed to the ratings of interference with guid-
ing help (5/6-Q8) and for the frustration (64.5%). Thus, we
soon realized the need to design a hands-free carrier for the
iPhone, and possibly, as one participant suggested, “a remote
to control it, communicating via Bluetooth, with buttons we
can manipulate, a remote we can keep in the pocket”.

Three participants also raised concerns about the open-ear
earphones. Although the AirDrives, when properly worn, do
not obstruct the ear canal, some participants were wary of
putting anything even physically near their ears due to their
mobility training. Some found them physically uncomfort-
able, while one participant reported that external sounds were
being drowned out, and suggested using small speakers in-
stead, mounted on the shoulders, similar to those used by
the Trekker. However, such an approach may be problematic
given the limits of fidelity of the spatialized audio rendering
that would be achievable when using other potential options.
Although there were limited comments about the spatialized
audio, except for one who exclaimed “it’s brilliant!”, we sus-
pect that as the implementation improves, the value of this

functionality will become increasingly evident in reducing
the cognitive effort required to localize POIs.

Suggested Improvements
Various requests were received concerning possible additions
to the current functionality. Half of our participants wished
to obtain guidance capabilities for particular POIs, for exam-
ple, by allowing them to lock on to one POI and then provid-
ing directions toward it. One participant remarked that there
was “not enough information if we’re looking for the place. I
found a restaurant with [the system], but then it was impos-
sible to localize the entrance”. Similarly, half of the partici-
pants requested a “Where am I?” function and one more asked
for a message indicating the current street, “especially during
exploration”. Although our system was not designed with the
intent of replicating GPS guidance services that already exist
in other devices, it soon become apparent that many potential
users are not interested in environmental awareness without
such guidance capability and that they would prefer to have
both features integrated into an all-in-one solution.

Another request made by half of our participants was to re-
strict the rendered information to the particular street, or lim-
ited to the side of the street on which they are currently walk-
ing. Unfortunately, although the iPhone sensors are often ac-
curate enough to report on current street, their determination
of which side of the street is insufficient to be useful.

Other requests included a repeat function (2 requests), greater
customization capability, e.g., use of metric or imperial units
and rendering speed of information (2 requests), and the ad-
dition of a point of reference such as one’s home address that
could serve as a directional beacon (1 request).

Although only one participant asked for an option to stop the
“ticking”, three more complained that this was distracting,
irritating, or unnecessary. Finally, two participants mentioned
that the sliding gesture was difficult to perform and mentally
demanding (in the walking mode).
Changes Implemented
To respond to this feedback, we sought to make the sys-
tem largely hands-free, at least in walking mode, avoid the
risk of overwhelming the user with too much information,
and ensure that interaction gestures were kept extremely sim-
ple. Finally, we recognized the necessity of integrating some
form of navigation information, something we had deliber-
ately avoided at first, if the system is to be successful.

First, we constructed a custom neck-worn case by attaching
strong laces to the plastic iLoc case,2 as shown in Figure 6.
The case holds the iPhone in a downward orientation against
the wearer’s chest while in walking mode, but allows the de-
vice to be lifted easily to switch to stop & listen mode.

Second, we reduced the quantity of information conveyed in
walking mode by limiting the display to roughly the ten clos-
est POIs within 100 m and 200◦ in front of the user. Up to a
distance of 70 m, both categories and names are rendered, but
only categories are read out from 70 m to 100 m.

2http://www.ilocstore.com/collections/all/
products/iloc-phone-case

http://www.ilocstore.com/collections/all/products/iloc-phone-case
http://www.ilocstore.com/collections/all/products/iloc-phone-case


Figure 6. Neck case design to ensure hands-free use of the application.

Third, a new stop & listen mode was implemented. Based on
the gestures observed during the task-based study, the tapping
gesture was replaced by a swiping gesture, which appeared to
be more natural and easier to perform. Swiping horizontally
to the right plays all the information for each POI, one at a
time, in order of distance from the user, while swiping left
provides a “go back one item” functionality, which navigates
the list of POIs in reverse order, one item at a time.

LONG-TERM DEPLOYMENT: SECOND PHASE
At this point, we recruited the two participants who had made
the most extensive use of the system in the first round, and
provided the greatest insight into usability issues encoun-
tered. Our primary concern was to ensure quickly that our
design was evolving in the right direction, leading to an im-
proved user experience. The limited assessment of these two
users was considered indicative, albeit requiring further test-
ing to validate [7, 15, 11]. Again, the two participants were
loaned the iPhones for 11 and 16 days respectively, and fol-
lowed the same methodology as before. They used our sys-
tem seven and twelve times respectively for walks ranging
from only a few to 80 minutes (17 minutes on average).

Results and Discussion
Although we were confident in the improvements we were
making, and feedback from participants indicated appreci-
ation for freeing their hands, there were nevertheless indi-
cations of further user experience issues. For example, de-
spite our success in mounting the iPhone in a neck-worn case,
both participants were unhappy with the need to remove their
gloves to interact with the device, in particular in the harsh
winter weather, which numbed their hands. Thus, manipu-
lating the iPhone was considered difficult, as reflected by the
negative answers for manipulation (Q1) in Figure 4 as well as
the high values for effort (67.5%) and frustration (89%) and
low value for physical demand (14.5%) in Figure 5. More-
over, participants noted additional issues in rainy conditions,
for which “with the plastic [case] it’s difficult to find the but-
ton”.

Problematically, participants reported that the accuracy ap-
peared to have degraded in this second round of testing, with
one participant commenting that “It gives more wrong infor-
mation than correct”. This may have been due to bad weather
conditions affecting the GPS. We also speculated that there
may be an effect on the iPhone’s internal sensors of being

held against the user’s chest and/or in an upside-down posi-
tion. However, our recent investigation of smartphone sen-
sor performance does not support this theory [4]. Regardless,
sensor performance had obvious effects on the participants’
confidence in the system, as illustrated by the negative re-
sponses about confidence (2/2-Q7) and accuracy (1/2-Q12) in
Figure 4, and in turn, may have impacted on general interest
of using the system (both not interested-Q13). As one par-
ticipant explained, “If it gives wrong information, I don’t see
the utility”. It bears emphasis that the negative consequences
resulting from poor accuracy outweighs perceived benefits of
learning about new POIs. The same participant remarked that
“There are points of interest that I didn’t know were on the
street.” but that this benefit was reduced “because it doesn’t
always give the good side it is on”. The fact that intersections
were not always mentioned was also a major concern to them.

The reduction of rendered content to avoid the problem of
overwhelming information was clearly insufficient, as illus-
trated by the negative and neutral answer about the quantity of
information (Q5) and the positive and neutral answers to in-
terference caused (Q8) in Figure 4 and by the high mental de-
mand (82%). One participant felt that this was improved but
the information remained distracting, while the second was
not even sure that there was an improvement, and further, did
not generally consider it useful to display only the category
(for POIs further than 70 m away) in walking mode. Impor-
tantly, he explained that to construct a mental overview, blind
individuals start from details, for which the system display
of the 10 closest points is insufficient in terms of timeliness.
Specifically, when in walking mode, “It should give informa-
tion at the moment we get there,” i.e., when he reaches the
POI or just before, rather than long in advance.

Suggested Improvements
Both participants again offered numerous suggestions for ad-
ditional functionality, particularly insisting on the need for
adding navigation features. One of them suggested a variety
of possible features, including a lock-screen to ignore acci-
dental gestures, adding tactile elements to the plastic to help
the blind user interact with the device, a vehicle mode, e.g.,
for use while riding a bus or taxi, in which the system would
only read out street intersections, and again, general naviga-
tion guidance. This individual also suggested a design of stop
& listen interaction more similar to our initial implementa-
tion, with the screen split left and right to represent POIs
on either side of the user. Although this may be overly de-
manding for many users, clearly, further experimentation is
required to determine the most suitable configuration, and/or
allow for such features to be personalized based on user pro-
ficiency. Similarly, further improvements are vital before the
system would likely to be accepted by many members of the
blind community, in particular, those with limited prior expe-
rience with smartphones and audio representations.

Changes Implemented
Perhaps the most important item that we first addressed re-
lates to the problem of sensor error, noted during the long-
term deployment. The naive solution for location errors dur-
ing the trials was to issue a spoken “GPS lost” warning, or



simply to stop rendering POIs when the device’s own esti-
mate of sensor error was high. In an effort to address the
challenges of location errors more elegantly, we now “snap”
the user onto the nearest street. This appears at least partially
to address the frequent problem we experienced of location
errors causing the system to render POIs on the wrong side
of the user. Furthermore, when we find that sensor accuracy
has degraded, we now modify the rendering of information
as follows. If the compass appears to be inaccurate (from es-
timates provided by the device), we switch to rendering by
cardinal direction (e.g., “southwest”) rather than by relative
bearing (e.g., “front left”). In this manner, we need not have
any information regarding the user’s current heading, but only
the location of the user and the POI. Second, we are currently
experimenting with rendering locations relative to nearby in-
tersections rather than by a bearing and distance directly from
the user’s current position. For example, we might say, “50
meters past intersection Main and Second street” rather than
“70 meters, ahead.” If the location error is high, but is still
sufficiently good to put the user on the correct side of the in-
tersection, then this rendering is not only more accurate, but
may also be a more natural way of expressing where the POI
lies. Of course, users somewhat familiar with the area will
derive more benefit from this approach, but even for those
new to the area, it does reveal whether the user must cross
the street to reach the POI. One possible downside to this ap-
proach is confusion as to why POIs are rendered differently
some of the time, although anecdotal experience with our par-
ticipants suggests that some have a reasonable intuition for
such behaviour.

As part of our efforts to understand sensor limitations as it af-
fects our application, we have also conducted a formal analy-
sis of the orientation and location sensors in iPhone 4, iPhone
4s and an Android phone [4] to determine not only their accu-
racy under various conditions, but also how well they estimate
their own error. Particularly in a downtown area with many
tall buildings, these results are not encouraging for real-world
use, especially for the location sensors. Not only do we find
that poor accuracy can significantly impact the usability of a
system like ours, but also that the estimates of error reported
by the device itself are not always reliable. Thus, we can-
not be certain how inaccurate the current readings are. As
a further improvement to address the problems of quantity
of information, we now provide the users with more control
over when information is rendered. Specifically, the walking
mode now toggles between a single sweep and continuous
sweep pattern on each activation. The single sweep is silent
until the user taps the screen to hear one single sweep of the
radar, after which it is again completely silent until tapped
again. This allows the user to carry on a conversation or nav-
igate with no audio playing, until she again requests a single
sweep. The continuous sweep, in contrast, sweeps repeatedly,
without stopping.

Another approach we have implemented to reduce the quan-
tity of information being rendered is the ability to filter by
category via a simplified set of five categories (transporta-
tion, food, shopping, entertainment, services), although we
have not yet determined the best way to expose this function-

ality to the end user. In the meantime, it will be tested via
the experimenter manually changing the current filter at the
user’s verbal request. Finally, to fulfil the desire for a “where
am I?” feature, tapping the screen in stop & listen mode now
reads the current address as well as the direction the user is
currently facing.

ONGOING CHALLENGES
As the system evolved through the multiple iterations of test-
ing, we were gradually confronted with an important chal-
lenge we had not anticipated at the outset of the project. Our
users were expressing increasing interest and excitement to
use the system, but also began pushing for the capability of
navigation guidance right to the door of a given POI. Our un-
derstanding from the outset was that this capability would not
be possible due to technological limitations, specifically lim-
ited sensor accuracy and the often approximate representation
of POIs in the database. Our premise was that users might
employ our system for environmental awareness and some
secondary, more accurate talking GPS system for navigation
instructions. However, it is clear that working toward some
means to achieve an integration of the two features would
resonate strongly with the user community. One possibil-
ity may in fact be to couple the intersection-based rendering
method described above with crowdsourced-POI entries, e.g.,
from a service such as Foursquare (http://foursquare.com)
which can also rank POIs based on popularity determined
from user check-in counts. In fact, the Blindsquare applica-
tion (http://blindsquare.com) already uses this approach.
We are also considering the ability to “home in” on a single
POI, excluding all other POIs until leaving this mode.

More generally, we continue to struggle with the limitations
imposed by using a commodity smartphone platform. As pre-
viously discussed, these include sensor limitations, the qual-
ity of databases such as Google Places, and difficulty spatial-
izing sound though inexpensive open-ear headphones. Given
these limitations, ISAS, in its current state, cannot be con-
sidered as a fully robust solution, but we do feel that outside
of urban canyons, it frequently provides useful and reason-
ably accurate information that is otherwise difficult to obtain.
Granted, custom hardware and databases may overcome a
number of these issues, but there are nevertheless two rea-
sons why our work represents an important advance. First,
assuming smartphone capabilities continue to advance at the
present rate, many of these issues will soon be reduced sig-
nificantly. It bears emphasis that the commercial incentive
to address these problems will be driven by the much larger
market of augmented reality tools being built, rather than iso-
lated to those designed solely for blind users, since the same
problems affect all smartphone users, sighted or not. Second,
in contrast to custom hardware systems, the comparatively
low cost of smartphones, mass adoption of the technology for
multiple needs, and the convenience of carrying a single such
device suggests that software implementations on a generic
smartphone platform are likely to dominate.

CONCLUSION
Throughout the experiments, the system was received, over-
all, with optimism, and praised for its ability to enable the

http://foursquare.com
http://blindsquare.com


blind participants to learn what is around them, especially in
an area they have never visited before.

Our system allows for the discovery of new places, and as a
consequence, we hope it can also increase the independence
of visually impaired users. One participant commented: “I
definitely want to know what is around me, so that I know
where to go. . . with this I can get the information and it’s
there, so I know what is around me”. Similarly, the wife of
one of the participants remarked to her husband, “When we
are in a new street, you ask me, ‘What is around me?’, and
then I have to describe it. And with this, you would be able
to listen to it yourself! Ha ha ha!”.

However, these experiments also highlighted several issues,
including a distracting amount of audio information, the need
to have a hands-free setup and the problems of sensor inaccu-
racies and the resulting effects on rendered information. Al-
though we have started to tackle these issues, they still need
improvement. A list of various requested functionalities has
also been compiled, in which some navigation and guidance
capabilities are at the top. Our participants are clearly in-
terested in the potential of the system, but further efforts are
required before the system can be trusted sufficiently.
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